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Louise Salisbury’s new Book “Dogwood or I Would” is a Touching Poetic
Narrative that Reflects the Author’s Engaging Life Experiences

Recent release “Dogwood or I Would” from Page Publishing author Louise Salisbury is a
lovable account of the author’s life, told through thoughtful poems filled with emotions and
memories.

SEATTLE (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- Louise Salisbury, a professional dancer and choreographer for thirty
years, and a master’s degree holder in teaching English as a second language, has completed her new book
“Dogwood or I Would”: an enthralling compilation of her thoughts crystallized into uplifting poems for readers
to enjoy.

Author Salisbury reflects on life through many avenues of her life: “Could there be love? / Could there be a
patient waiting? / And a way of understanding? / Could there be a finder of peace? / And a keeper of fragile
secrecies? / Could there be a love to come? / And a waiting / Patiently?”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Louise Salisbury’s stirring opus is her life written in
heartwarming verses; this is her childhood, her motherhood, her home, and the feels of nature bound together.

Readers who wish to experience this evoking work can purchase “Dogwood or I Would” at bookstores
everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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